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"The Captain" Screenwriter, Vasicek, To Lecture on "Sand Creek Massacre"In Centennial
Filmmaker To Address Rotary Assembly as Keynote Guest, Screen Documentary This Month
CENTENNIAL, Co. (January 18, 2015) --- Acclaimed documentary filmmaker, and Auteur, Donald L. Vasicek will
once again bring forth the stories of the slain Arapaho and Cheyenne native tribes which lost their lives at the hands of
American military forces, as profiled in his film, “Sand Creek Massacre”. This documentary film exposes the wounds of
this, nearly forgotten, genocide--- employing the voices, and images, of the progeny of survivors of the slaughter, and the
current-time tribal leaders aware of the details.
The Centennial Rotary Club has invited, and confirmed, the appearance of Mr. Vasicek to speak about the historic event,
and to screen the award-winning documentary, “The Sand Creek Massacre” for those in attendance at their club meeting
on Tuesday, January 27, 2015.
Mr. Vasicek has won more than a dozen honors and awards for his “Sand Creek...” film. He has taught, mentored, and is
a script consultant for over 400 writers, directors, producers, actors and production companies. Don has also acted in 20th
Century Fox’s “Die Hard With a Vengeance”, NBC’s “Mystery of Flight 1501″, ABC’s “Father Dowling” starring
with Thomas Bosley, and Red-Handed Production’s “Summer Reunion”.
These activities have resulted in Mr. Vasicek’s involvement in over 100 movies during the past 23 years, from major
studios to independent films including, MGMs $56 million “Warriors of Virtue”, Paramount Classics “Racing Lucifer”,
American Pictures “The Lost Heart” and “Born To Kill” starring the Charles Bronson of Korea, Bobby Kim, and his
internationally-known director/brother, Richard, Incline Productions, Inc.’s “Born To Win”, Olympus Films+, LLC’s
“Haunted World” with Emmy-nominated PBS Producer Alison Hill, and Olympus Films+, LLC’s “Faces”, “Oh, The
Places You Can Go” and the award-winning “The Sand Creek Massacre” documentary film, which was recently
cataloged into Smithsonian Institute Libraries.
Once of the most rewarding collaborations recently, has been between Mr. Vasicek’s Olympus Films+, and Mr.
Marcinho Savant, CEO, and Executive Producer of Iron Violet Films. Savant, the EP of the upcoming “The Captain”
feature film said, “Don is so knowledgeable, and passionate, about telling this history to this generation. He’s truly
remarkable.”
“It is always an honor to relate these facts to new audiences who may not be aware of them. It’s doubly so, when I have
the opportunity to do so, so close to home”, Vasicek said.
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